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of immense importance and requires to be examined very thoroughly
before Prof. Whitehead's NaturphUotovhie finally takes its place
in a completed philosophy of all that is. On one or two points I
am not sure that I have quite apprehended the author's meaning.
I think he sometimes talks rather unguardedly of the "homo--
geneousness " of the time-dimension with the space-dimensions of
Nature. I am afraid his words might suggest something v>bioh I
am suce he does not mean to convey. There it>, of course, no
getting over the fact that as you come to elaborate acienoe and in
the course of doing so to distinguish before-after from up-down,
left-right, before-behind, you can only make the separation in one
way. You must separate your original dimensions into S + 1, not
into 2 + 2 . No possible scientific manipulation of your " given "
will split it up into a two-dimensional "space" and a two-di-
mensional "time". In other words, it is a real characteristic of
Nature that there is a " spatial qiiale " which is different from the
" temporal quale," though what the difference is can only be
indicated by pointing to a fully articulated space-system and a
fully articulated time-system.

I am also not sure whether I quite follow the emphatic denial
that Nature—the fourfold continuum—has a " serial order ". Of
•course, it follows from the principles of the doctrine that none of
the special " serial orders" worked out by dwellers on different
moving bodies can be " tlte " order of events. But, I take it, the
" interval" in the fourfold continuum from A to B is something
quite definite, though, as its parameters are not all space-distances,
it is neither a " spatial" nor a " temporal" interval. And since each
different " point, so to say, of the fourfold continuum has its own
interval from whatever you take as origin, have we uot all the con-
ditions required for an order of the points? But probably I am
falling into some misconception due to mere ignorance.

If I might recur for a moment to my former point, I should like
to ask whether the reality of the difference between the " spatial
quale " and the " temporal quale " is not indicated by the simple
consideration that Prof. Whitehead has to get at the definition of
" moments" through " cr-antiprimes" but at that of " event-
particles" through "a-primes"?

A. E. TAYLOB.

Spiriiual Pluralism and Recent Philoiophy. By G. A. BIOHABDSON,
M.A. (Cantab.). Cambridge University Press. Pp. xxi, 835.

" T H E pluralistic hypothesis," says our author, "is briefly as
follows: ' Reality comprises selves (t'.«., active subjects of experi-
ence) alone, differing simply in degree or in kind of mental de-
velopment, though the diversity is infinitely various. Experience, '
then, consists in action and reaction between self and other selve3,
described by Prof. James Ward in the expressive phrase ' mutuum
comvurcium' " (p. 9). In his final summary, he speaks of pluralism
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u " the hypothesis that reality is made up of interacting subjects,
the object of experienoe for each subject being the manifestation
to him of the form to which his activity is determined by his.
interaction with others" (p. 329). The hypothesis throughout
expressly challenges comparison with realism of the kind re-
presented " in America by the neo-realiste, and in this country by
logical atomists of the type of Mr. Bertrand Bussell," by whose
teachings the author admits that he has been considerably
influenced (Preface, p. vi).

The author's argument, on his own showing, stands or falls
with his conception of the nature and function of ' explanation '-
Scientific hypotheses are not " really explanatory." but are " merely
descriptive. . . . They are attempts to describe the facts of
existence in simpler terms than the immediately given data. It
might therefore be urged that pluralism is also a merely descriptive
hypothesis, the ' explanation' being simply taken back one step,
and expressed in terms of different things. Yet it is juBt in this
difference of terms that the root of the essential disparity between,
pluralism and other hypotheses is to be found. It implies a dif-
ference of type. For pluralism is expressed in terms of active
selves. We all realise what it is to be active—it is just living and
doing. We all realise what a self is. This realisation is far more-
than knowledge in the ordinary sense. . . . Pluralism, being ex-
pressed in terms of active selves, is truly explanatory for such
active selves, i.e., for us " (pp. 13-14). It would apparently, how-
ever, be more accurate to say that' realisation' is not ' knowledge'
at all: for " evidently the subject or knower cannot be an object
of knowledge " (p. 14 n.).1 Later he claims that pluralism " where
it is successfully applied " provides a " final explanation—an ex-
planation which is capable of fully satisfying such beings as our-
selves in the search for the true nature and meaning of reality'"
(p. 64).

In the end, however, Mr. Richardson admits that pluralism does.
not afford a final explanation of the universe, since it involves,,
without solving, " the problem of the interaction of monads. We
seek further for the conorete ground of this interaction, and are
thus led to realise that some all-pervading principle, if it may be
so oallbd, is necessary to explain the unity of what in another
aspect is a manifest plurality ' (p. 82). In the last paragraph of
his book he lays down that the final answer to "such time-
honoured problems as freedom, immortality, creation, and the
existence of Ood . . . must somehow lie in the determination of
the nature of that concrete universal entity, in virtue of whose
immanence the plurality of selves is no mere plurality, but a uni-
verse ". In the end, then, pluralism, so far as it is provisionally

1C/., t.g., p. 19: " Knowing is a relation between two entities, to that
evidently the subject cannot know itself. It simply realises its own
existence. . . . "
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admissible, appears to partake of the nature of ' description' rather
than of ' explanation'. But the description given by the author
does not cany us very far. For though we are assured that the
monads ' interact,' we are not told either how they do it, or why
they do it. Nor does there appear to be any possibility of dis-
covering " the noumenal conditions necessary in general for that
type of interaction between certain subjects which is the ground
of perception " (p. 285).

So much for the general results whioh ' spiritual pluralism'
seeks to establish. As regards, now, the method of Mr. Biohard-
son's argument, the chief difficulty whioh he has imposed on him-
self, and which he never overcomes, is that of reconciling his
contention that the ' subject' or ' self' cannot be an ' objeot of
knowledge' with bis utilisation of the self &e a principle of
philosophies ' explanation '. The vacillation whioh this unstable
position necessarily entails is reflected in his fluctuating conception
of that activity which, it would seem, specially characterises the
true, as opposed to the merely empirical, self (see ej}., p. 194).
We are told that " activity is fundamental" (p. 32), and that it is
"just living and doing " (p. 13). Further:" The true meaning which
causality has for us is rooted in the realisation of our own efficiency
as active individuals. The active individual is the ' cause'. The
end whioh his (generally purposive) activity accomplishes is the
" effect'" (p. 37). And " the self is purposive " (p. 146).

But we are also told that " the concrete self is the knottier " (p.
19); that all subjective modes of activity " may probably be re-
duced to the single activity of attention " (p. 138); that " subjeots
of experience cannot be considered to be m any sense ' tit space
and time' " (p. 43'); and that "any spatial or temporal reference
is to elements in the object of experience alone " (p. 46').

Now, apart from change* in attention—apart, that is, from the
process of concentrating attention first on one thing (or portion of
the field of consciousness) and then on another—attention itoelf is
meaningless.1 When, therefore, we have intellectualised and mini-
mised purposive activity to the utmost, by reducing it to "the
single activity of attention " ; we must, in deference to the principle
of the timeless self, then proceed either (1) to deny that there is, in
the last resort, any such thing as attention, or (2) to assert that so-
called differences in attention are really differences " in the objeot

1 Of. inttr alia, pp. 1S8-139.
1 Of. e.g. op. eit., pp. 248-249 : "The distinctive differenoe between the

fields of consciousness and sub-oonscioasness respectively at any instant"
[italics mine] " is what while any part of the former is capable at that in-
stant of beooming the focus of consciousness, parts of the latter are not.
But it should be noted . . . that regions of the presented whole which
at one time form portions of the field of sab-consciousness, may at another
time [italics mine] form portions of the field of consciousness, and tic*
ttTta .
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of experience alone ".1 The attention-process, in short, forms no-
exoeption to the general principle that we have to choose between
timefessness and activity: we cannot have both.

Thus, in place of the living self, which believes itself somehow
to transcend the antithesis of 'subject' and 'object,' we are finally
brought back, by the doctrine of the timeless self, to something in-
distinguishable from Kant's Synthetio Unity of Apperception. The
self, which in Mr. Richardson's philosophy was to explain every-
thing, seems to become merely an element in a purely formal analy-
sis of ' experience'—and a remarkably elusive element at that.
Everything knoioable about it is inclnded in the ' Me' ; the ' I ' is
left unknowable, and in place of knowledge we are offered a pro-
cess of' realisation' which is never explained, and would seem to be
inexplicable. While, on the one hand, there is no trace of any
trait d'union between the ' I ' and the ' Me,' on the other hand
our " sensations, feelings, desires, thoughts, and acts" all appear
to be impartially included in the ' object' (cf. p. 187). What is-
here to prevent any monist from overthrowing Mr. Richardson's
' pluralism'' by simply suggesting that all the individual experiences
are in fact manifestations of one and the same Universal Self?

Furthermore, the' individual experienoe' ' explained' by the ' in-
teraction ' of such defecated selves is said to be absolutely " one and
indivisible" (p. 23). As such, however, it affords no excuse for
demanding a pluralistic interpretation. The unity of the individual
experience is indeed so unitary that our author will not even allow
us to speak of that experience as "continuous" (ibid.).

And this brings up yet another difficulty in the way of defining
the author's standpoint. A unity so absolute as to preclude con-
tinuity must preclude the idea of growth of experience—and with it
the distinction between past and future (of. p. 174). Doubtless,
the logical complement of the timeless individual self must be a
timeless experience (cf. pp. 138-139 and 177). But that is just what
makes the conception of the timeless individual self so fatally
obscure—not to say unintelligible. To add to our perplexity,
Mr. Richardson claims that the method of his pluralism, as opposed
to the analytic method of Mr. Bertrand Russell, is genetic; and
that " in the first stage the investigation takes the form, for the

1 Mr. Richardson lays special stress on the assertion that" one subject
implies in the presented object one, and only one, focus of attention, and
vice versa" (p. 269). If we accept this assertion without any temporal quali-
fication, we canaot escape the conclusion that every time the focus shifts,
• fresh (atomistio) subject is introduced on the scene. And what then
becomes of the ' self' as Synthetio Unity ? If, on the other hand, we it-
tribute the tweeurit* acts of attention within the life-history of the human
individual to a unitary ' self'—if, that is to sav, we consider that the at-
tentive ' self' is at tht very leait also a principle of Synthetio Unity—then
the very unity of that ' self' compels US' to regard the ' self' as being ' in
time' even if the ' object' is not. Thus, the conception of the ' self' as.
that which attends is hopelessly irreconcilable with the idea of the ' self '
as both unitary for each individual experience and timtltu.
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most part, of an analysis of the growth of individual experience
and of the transition by inter-subjective intercourse to universal
conceptual experience " (p. 12). And that nothing may be want-
ing to complete our bewilderment, while he rejects the idea of
"duration" as applied to the self (p. 44) he admits in relation
thereto the idea of permanence through change (p. 40).*

If, however, disregarding these difficulties, we accept Mr.
Richardson's theory of the absolute unity of the individual ex-
perience, the promised land of pluralism, as has been already
hinted, still eludes us. For what pre-eminently stands in need of
philosophic explanation is the possibility of analysing at all what
is called an ' indivisible' experience. Mr. Riohardson admits,
indeed, that "Analysis of experience is by no means entirely
invalid " (p. 176). It is not, however, an admission, but an ex-
planation, of this fact that we are constrained to seek. On the
face of it, if analysis of experience is possible in any sense that is
relevant to philosophy, then the very foundation of Mr. Richardson's
philosophy is destroyed; and if it is not possible, then the pluralistic
superstructure is destroyed.

Now, such 'validity'.as analysis is said to possess appears to
be purely relative to- the purpose of practical calculation, and is
achieved in the teeth of its theoretic ' inadequacy' (see esp. pp. 176
and 29). The situation, then, appears to be this: that though
analysis is theoretically impossible and philosophically irrelevant,
its results may, for practical or scientific purposes, be both true
and useful. And how out of such a situation a coherent pluralistic
philosophy is to arise, passes all understanding.

At this point it seems clear that Mr. Richardson should have
dealt more faithfully with Solipsism. For Solipsism counters the
demand for an explanation of individual experience by blandly
accepting, as literally true, Mr. Richardson's fundamental con-
tention : " Strictly speaking, there is only one fact about such an
experience in its actuality, which fact may be stated in the pro-
position ' It exists'. The ' it ' of this proposition is the totum
objectivum, or presented whole, of individual experience " (p. 28).

In truth, Solipsism seems to afford the ideal fulfilment of Mr.
Richardson's aspirations for a ' truly explanatory' hypothesis. Un-
like ' Spiritual Pluralism ' it has the courage of its aspirations. It
is an ' explanation ' strictly in terms of the self. It secures absolute
unity at the outset, instead of leaving it, at the end of a long

1 " From the subjective point of view, if 1 have first A and then B before
me, I can, in no significant senae, be said to have apprehended a process
of change ; at most there has been a change in myself, and this, since it is
I who have perceived both A and B, assumes my permanence" (op. cxt.,
p. 40). With Mr. Richardson, as with T. H. Green, the theory of the
' tiinoleuB self' shows a disooncerting tendency to develop, dialectically,
into the theory that the individvnl ' self' is the only thing that either does
or can change, in the fall sense of the word ; and that it is Reality, as
oppottd to the ' self' which Ls really timeless.
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pilgrimage, still to seek. Its fidelity to the principle of Occam's
razor (c/. pp. 16 and 104) is beyond reproach. Its ' explanation ' of
experience possesses what Mr. Richardson should regard as the
supreme merit of being absolutely non-descriptive; for it tells as
nothing whatsoever about experience. And, by the same token,
the 'explanation' is absolutely final. For, accepting experience
as the revelation of itself to itself, Solipsism transcends the ever-
lasting ' Why ?' of the metaphysical system-maker by transmuting
it into an imperturbable, all-embracing, and self-sufficing ' Why
not?' It thus overcomes not only the duality of subject and
object, but also the duality of question and answer.

Then again, just because the Solipsist can logically seek to
convince no one but himself, A's knowledge of the falsity and
absurdity of Solipsist B's pretension to be the sole ' subject of
experience'—or even A's persuasion that not B, but A himself,
supports that solitary grandeur—cannot trouble the calm current
of B's spiritual existence. It is for this reason—and in this tente
—that Solipsism is, as Mr. Richardson says, "logically irrefut-
able " (pp. 21 and 170). Mr. Biohardson himself goes so far as to
say that " the events in the experience of an individual take place
jnst as if he were the only existing subjeot" (p. 170).l

Without doubt there are great and attractive possibilities in the
idea of a pluralistic universe. But a ' pluralism' which oscillates
between Monism and Solipsism, and which seems to have no
definite idea of what it means by ' self' and ' experience' can
hardly be regarded as a satisfactory solution of the philosophic
problem.

HOWARD V. KNOX.

Tlie Historical Method in Ethics, and other Estayt. By JOHN
HANDYSIDB, M.A. (Edin.), B.A. (Oxon.) late Lecturer in
Philosophy in the University of Liverpool and Second
Lieutenant in the King's (Liverpool) Regiment, 18th Battalion.
Liverpool: The University Press; London : Constable & Co.
Pp. xvi, 97.

OP the three great ethical questions (1) What ought we to do ?; (2)
How do we know what we ought to do?; (3) Why should we do
what we see to be right ?, it is with the second, which is logical or
methodolgical, that Mr. Handyside's Essay which gives the title
to this volume purports to deal. " The method of Ethics " he says,
(p. 34) " is an immanent criticism of systems, a criticism, that is,
which does not go for a criterion of systems beyond all systems—

1 Mr. Richardson, who is here discussing the question of immortality,
says: " This brings out the difficulties involved in assigning a definite
warning to the phrase ' waning to exist'". But it would be truer to say
that it brings out the daDgers involved in an uncritical acceptance of the
notion of ' individual experience'.
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